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Introduction : Three diffe rent additional heating methods are being applied 
in the ASOEX dive rtor tokamak: neut ral injection (NI). ion cyclotron heating 
(ICRH) at the 2nd harmonic of hydrogen, and lower hybrid heating (La) . In 
this paper we discuss the impuri t y behaviour observed for three hesting 
scenarios. Applying all three methods in the same tokamak has the advantage 
of allowing a fair comparison of the concomitaLt impurity problems. Such a 
phenomenological comparison of the impurity levels has been made for the 
most important elements Fe, Ti. 0 , and C. A more profound judgement of the 
impurity problem. however, will have to distinguish between impurity produc
tion, penetration depth of the neutrals into the plasma boundary. and trans
port in the 8crape-off and inner plasma regions. We are not yet in a posi
tion to identify the actual importance of these different causes , but some 
preliminary information was ob tained from our measurements . Further-ore, the 
identification of the dominant production mechanisms is also a matter of 
crucial importance. We briefly address the problem of sputtering of wall 
mate rial (Fe) by ex neutrals during NI and access the evidence for the 
prelimlnance of ion sputtering in the case of both HF-heating methods. 

NI heating: Neutral injection has been applied in ASOEX up to a power level 
of 4.2 MW (fit :5 0 . 4 s , DO or HO with E.s. 45 keY). The impurity problems 
ar i sing with this additional heating are in general tolerable (Prad/Ptot~ 
20 %) with the exception of the cases where the quiescent H-mode had been 
realized. In this latter case a radiation collapse is obser ved (Prad - 3 MW) 
which can be attributed to accumulation of iron 111. Typical concentrations 
for" the ohmic phase and the normal M-phase of NI (PNI - 2.8 MW, ne • 2.5 x 
lO13 cm-3 , 02) are in the range: 0: 0.15 % (OH). 0.6 - 1 % (NI); Fe: 0.2 x 
10- 4 (OH), 1.2 x 10-4 (NI). Simulating the impurity behaviour with a time 
dependent transport code - using measured Te and ne profiles as input data 
- yield some information on the transport parameters and the impurity 
fluxes. For 02 discharges we find 0 - 4000 cm2/s for OH and the normal H
"phase. and 0 - 104 cm2/s for the L-phase of NI. In addition. a moderate 
inward drift velocity of vin - -20 r/a 2 Is indicated. The Fe fluxes increase 
for the above NI power level by a factor of 20 to rFe • 3 x 1013 ca- 2 a-I 
with respect to the OH phase. In order to estimate the influence of a change 
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in penetration depth with the transition from OH ~ L + H the meas ured bound
ary profiles / 2/ of ne and Te were prope r ly taken into account in the trans
port calculations. For unchanged Fe. fluxes we should thu s expect a change of 
concentrations acco rd ing to I (OH) -+ 0 .3 (L) ~ 0 . 8 CH) for the three phases . 
It should be noted , however , that these ratios are actually tendency fac t ors 
because of the sensi t ivity with regard to the exact position of the sepa ra
trix and the absolut~ values of Te' The rather l ow screening efficiency dur
ing the H-phase results in particular from the l ow Te and ne values in the 
scrape-off. 
To address the question of Fe production, discharges were performed in H2 , 
02 , and He . ~, extended discu9sion of the ohmic phase of these experiments 
is gi ven in /2/ . The behaviour of two Fe line intensities as well as 90f t X 
ray and bolome t er traces fo r the NI phase are depicted in Fig . t for the 
three di fferent gas fillings (PNI ~ 2.8 MW, L-phase, HO, E - 45 keY) . Fo r 
similar densities (neo • ) . 5 , 3 .), 3.8 x 10 13 cm-3) the temperatures mea 
sured were Teo - 1. 25 , 1.80, 1. 55 keY in the case of ~, 0+ , He++ background 
ions, respectively. The iron conce ntrations nFe(O)/ne (O) in the co rrespond
ing cases were found to be 1. I x 10- 4 • 1. 0 x 10- 4 • and 2.4 x 10-4 • In par 
ticular , the high concentrations in the case of He a r e surpriS i ng in view of 
the low He++-Heo ex cross-sections and the impossibility of pr oducing high
energy neutrals in the core plasma via cha r ge exchange with ~ beam part 
icles . Whether sufficien t ex neutrals are stil l produced in the oute r plasma 
regions - as i ~ conject~red fo r the ohmic phase in /3/ - to explain our 
results needs further investigation . 

ICRM heating : First attempts with ICRH revealed serious impur ity problems . 
In comparisor. wi th NI much higher Fe concentra~ions were found even for 
lower heating powers . An example is shown in Fig . 2 where during the same 
discharge 900 kW of NI and 450 kW of ICRH power were l aunched into the 
torus . We ascertain a strong increase of the Fe i ntensities and a fur ther 
rise of the ~ain plasma radiation losses (bolometer) with ICRK, whereas the 
C III signals in the main chamber and in particular in the dive r tor a r e 
found to decrease . This decrease of the divertor radiation is ind i cative of 
reduced power flow into the divertor , consis tent wit h the enhanced radiation 
l osses from the main plasma (Prad/Pto t - 20 % -+ 40 %) . A considerable 
improvement - reduction of the power losses by up to a lac to r of 2 - was 
ach i eved by operat ing at toroidal field strengths where the ion cyclotron 
re sonance layer coincidea with the diverto r en trance Ill : This obse r vation 
suggests that the enhancement of the Fe fluxes i s caused by up drifting 
suprathermal ions being produced in the r esonance zone . In any case, an 
additional Fe production mechanism probably has to be postulated s i nce the · 
impurity leve l s are already substantially increased for ma r gi nal. changes of 
CX- fluxes and ion temperatures. 
TIle bes t haating resul t~ ~r~ ohtained by combining ICRH with NI. There may 
be two rea sons for the beneficial effec t of NI : bet ter coupling of the wave 
to the pla sma due to pre-heating , and in addition thermal stabilization of 
the sc rape - off, t his being required to prevent deep penetration of the 
impurities owing to a decrease of temperature in this region . However, also 
with NI and under op timized t CRH conditions an over proportional increase of 
the radiation losses with the onset of ICRH is found . In Fig . ) thb 
behaviour is documented fo r three different power levels PIeRH • 0 . 6 , 1.8, 
and 2 . 45 MW , overlapping with NI heating at 1.75 MW . Adding the same power 
of 1.8 MW to NI is seen to increase the soft K-ray (h\) > 4"00 e'l) and Fe XVI 
intensities by a factor of 5 to 6. According t o ou r transport code analysis 
t his increase directly reflects the enhancement of the Fe fluxes since the 
Te and ne profile changes are small (Teo - 1. )4 ~ 1.57 keY) and the trans-
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port parame ter s cau be assumed t o be effectively determined by NI heating 
(L- phase) . Further confirmation of ~hese assumptions I s in fe rred from the 
QVIII signals shown In Fig . 3, which exhibi t only a moderate and non-mono
tonic increase with ICRH power. For the ci t ed case of PNI • PICRH • 1.8 MW 
we obtain opc(O) - 3. 1 x 1010 cm- 3 (npe(O) /ne (O) ~ 7 x 10- 4) and a total 
flux of 0Pe " rYe x 2.5 x 105cm 2 .. 2 . 4 x 10 19 s-I , This flux is to be com
pared with tf.e stationary W flux leaving the plasma, which, however , is not 
well known in the case of additional heating. Taking for refe r ence the ohmic 
recycling f lux 0(HO) ~ 2 x 1021s- 1 as a lower limit /4/ and multiplying it 
by t he maximum spu ttering rate of 1 % (HO on SS), we obtain just the above 
Fe fl ux. D~t> pi t e the r:e.ther: large unc e l:"taintie3 , thel!le coruddera t ionl:l l:I ug
gest that the outdrifting suprathermals are an appreciable fraction 
of the total ion flux. 

LH heating : Ap6rt fr:om initial difficulties, caused by arcing at the grill 
antenna and neighbouring surfaces , no s erious impurity prob l ems general ly 
occur .... ith LH- hcating. This s tatement, however, should be qualified by add
i ng that so far only mode r a t e powers ~O.7 ~~) coul d · be launched into the 
to rus /5/. The impurity behaviou r in the case of LH shows a pronounced trend 
.... ith density . I n Fig . 4 a comparison b=tween ohmic and LH heated plasmas (PLH 
_ 400k\~ , D2. Ip • lOOkA , Bo - 2.17T , N" .. 4, mode : ITO 11"0 11") is s ho .... n . Plotted 
in the figure a re the increment of the radiation loss and the ratios of the 
Fe ]{VI , Cll I and avr line intensit;.es as functions of ne' For ne ~ 2 x 10 13 
cm- 3 the waves a r e coupled preferentially to suprathermal electrons . In this 
regime efficient plasma heating is found and t he increase of radiation 
losses is small /5/ . For higher densities coupling to the ions becomes pre
domi nant /6/ . For thi s regime the production of badly confined sup r a thermal 
ions in the boundary r egion with characteristic tail energies of 3- 4 keV was 
substantiated by CX diagnostics /7/ . The corresponding fluxes i ncrease with 
density up t o ne - 4.5 x l OI3cm- 3. It can be assumed that these particles 
c~use the steep increase of iron above ne - 2x l0 13 cm- 3 , as shown in Fig.4. 

Summary: Impurity problems a riSing .... ith auxiliary heating are mainly ca used 
by metalic impurities (Fe and to some extent Ti and Cl' be ing released from 
the wall of the plasma chamber. These impurities re sult in peaked radia tion 
pro f i les (bol ometer profile measurements) with non-negligible power l osses 
i n the plasma centre. The worst case is observed for the quiescent H-mode of 
NI, where improved confinement lp-ads to impurity acucmulation. Apart from 
this exceptional case , the impurity concentrations found during NI are com
paratively 10.101. In res pect of our He experiments, however, the Fe product i on 
mechani sms during NI are still uncertain . There a r e seve ral indications that 
the increase of Fe co ncentration in the case of ICRH and LH can be attrib
uted to enhanced Fe product ion caused by supra thermal ion sputtering . When 
the three heating lIe t.hods are compared, ICRH is found to pr oduce the highest 
Fe densities for the same power i npu t. However ~ in this case too, the to t al 
power l osses can be kept t olerable ~35 %) when combining , ICRH .... i .t h NI. 
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~ Traces of bolometer, soft 
X-ray, and Fe line intensities during 
ohmic and NI phase (2.8 MW) for vari 
ous filling gases : H2 (solid). D2 
(dotted), and He (dashed - dotted). 
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~ Soft X- rays , Fe XVI (JJS R) 
and 0 VIII ( 19 R) line intensities 
[or combined NI (1.75 ~IW) and ICRH 
heating : PICRH ,.. 0.6 (solid lines ), 
J . 8 (dotted) , and 2 . 45 ~!W (dashed 
dotted) . 
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~ Comparison between ' NI (900 kW) 
and ICRH (450 kW) heated plasmas . 
Plott ed vs. time are radiation losses 
(bolometer) , Clll and Fe line inten
si ti es from main plasma, and a CIII 
divertor signal. 
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~ Increase of radiation losses 
6Prad vs . density for LH heating. 
Also shown are intensity ratios with 
respec t to ohmic heating fo r Fe XVI, 
QVI and Clll emission . 
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